(Yummy & easier to eat than the apple on a stick!)
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In Vent ‘n Serve medium shallow mix:
1 cup firmly packed brown sugar
1/2 cup heavy cream (not whipped)
4 Tbsp. white Karo syrup
Stir to combine then microwave on high power for 1 minute. Stir. Microwave 1 more
minute on high power.
To serve: Spoon over individual dish servings of chopped apples.* (Can add chopped
nuts.)
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Stir to combine then microwave on high power for 1 minute. Stir. Microwave 1 more
minute on high power.
To serve: Spoon over individual dish servings of chopped apples.* (Can add chopped
nuts.)

Options: Serve over vanilla ice cream (or your choice of flavors)
Mix chopped apples into caramel and serve over ice cream!
Can store in refrigerator and reheat on 50% power.
*To chop apples the easy way: Quarter and core the number of apples you want to use.
Put two apples at a time in the Tupperware® Quick Chef. Turn handle 2 or 3 times for
“chunky” apples. Turn as many times as you wish for fine chopped apples.
(On a day that is full of challenges...just eat the caramel straight from a spoon!)
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